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65%

2016 graduates 
receiving 
full-tuition 
scholarships

WHAT WE DO
Improve college access and success through 
evidence-based programming and support services:
• Connect students to colleges where they can 
   succeed
• Provide hands-on assistance with the college 
   application process and financial aid
• Reduce inequality in testing by providing high 
   quality ACT test preparation by a reputable 
   tutoring firm
• Provide mentoring and coaching throughout 
   college to increase persistence and completion

WHO WE SERVE 
ETHS (Evanston Township High School) juniors through 
college seniors with:
• Academic potential: B average (minimum 2.7 GPA)
• Demonstrated need (free/reduced lunch)
• First generation in their families to go to college
• Demonstrated character and ambition

OUR VISION
More Evanston youth with college degrees, 
experiencing economic stability, and becoming 
mentors to the next generation of prospective 
college students.

EVANSTON SCHOLARS
is a non-profit organization that helps first-generation 
and low-income Evanston students succeed in college.

mAkE AN ImpACT

Amherst College
Augustana College (3)
Baldwin Wallace University
Ball State University
Barry University
Boston College
Bowling Green State University
Colgate University
Colorado College
Denison University
DePaul University (2)
Dominican University (3)
Eastern Illinois University
Elon University
Grinnell College
Hampton University
Hope College
Howard University

Illinois State University
lllinois Wesleyan University
IU-PU Indianapolis
Kent State University (3)
Knox College (2)
Lake Forest College (3)
Lewis University
Marist College
Milliken University
Morgan State University
Northern Illinois University (3)
Northwestern University
Oakton Community College (3)
Ohio Wesleyan University
Purdue University Calumet
Ripon College
Sewanee –The University  
   of the South

St. Louis University
St. Olaf College
University of Dayton
University of Illinois at Chicago
University of Illinois Springfield (2)
University of Illinois  
   Urbana-Champaign (16)
University of Iowa (2)
University of Minnesota
University of Missouri (3)
University of Pennsylvania
University of Southern California
Vanderbilt University
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Washington University in St. Louis
Wellesley College
Western Illinois University (2)

evansTon scholars are 
cUrrenTlY ENROLLED AT

3.7
AverAge 
increAse 

in Act score 
following the ACt PrePArAtion 
Course for ClAss of 2016

11

average nUmber of 

COLLEGE
ApplicAtions 
submitted 
bY evansTon scholars seniors 

(naTional average is 3)

$109,000

AVERAGE
scholArship
amoUnT per sTUdenT 
over 4 Years of college

95% EVANSTON 
SCHOLARS

still enrolled 
(naTionallY, The gradUaTion 
raTe for fiRsT-gENERATiON 
& LOw-iNcOmE sTuDENTs is 11%)

who sTarTed college are

evansTon scholars 
PILLARS OF SUCCESS
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FINDING A “GOOD FIT” SCHOOL - pROGRAm HIGHLIGHTS 2015-2016

day of service - senior scholar 
Malcolm Gill reflecting on his Day of Service: 

“I met a wonderful, strong, bold, and 
gorgeous woman named Victoria. The stories she 

shared with me left me breathless. When she asked 
what my dreams were, she cried because she didn’t 
have a choice when she was younger. It brought me 

to tears because the generation I live in say they 
don’t know what they’ll do in the future. For her 

sake I promise to graduate and pursue my dreams in 
honor for her and myself.”

COLLEGE APPLICATIONS/ACCEPTANCES: 
the class of 2016 submitted 301 college applications.  
Scholars were accepted to 7 out of 10 colleges on 
average.

COLLEGE VISITS: Students went on college 
visits to schools representing a variety of campus 
experiences; this year we visited the University of 
Wisconsin-madison, augustana college, and 
lawrence University.

“Evanston Scholars prepares talented, 
resilient and accomplished young people 

for success in college and beyond through their 
commitment to excellence, individualized 

mentoring, and support for students to 
reach their full potential.”

Sara Cohen, Assistant Dean of Admissions 
at Amherst College

mAkE IT THROUGH COLLEGE

SUppORT THROUGH THE COLLEGE YEARS - pROGRAm HIGHLIGHTS 2015-2016

ACT PREPARATION: Juniors completed a nine-week 
act prep course and realized gains of more than three 
points on average.

SUMMER COLLEGE PROGRAMS: 27 of our 33 
rising senior Scholars participated in summer college 
programs at schools across the country including 
brown University, the University of texas at austin, 
colorado State University, and boston University.

COMMUNITY SERVICE: Juniors and seniors 
performed community service throughout the year, 
supporting local community organizations including the 
Evanston School children’s clothing association (EScca), 
the rice child and family center, the orrington School 
carnival, and the Ebenezer Primm towers.

WORKSHOPS: Evanston Scholars held fourteen 
workshops on topics including summer college 
opportunities, resume development, college search, 
applications and essays, mock interviews, college 
affordability and financial aid, preparing for college, 
budgeting time and finances, health and wellness, 
and first semester planning.

COLLEGE SUCCESS GUIDANCE: college 
Scholars, their families, and mentors received 
guidance throughout the year via in-person 
meetings, phone calls, texts, and emails from the 
Evanston Scholars college Success team. topics 
included improving academic performance, 
choosing the right classes and major, getting 
involved on campus, seeking help when needed, 
finding and renewing financial assistance, securing 
internships, and planning for a career.

TUESDAYS IN JULY SERIES: college Scholars met 
with experts in financial aid, academic success, and 
personal responsibility over four evening sessions 
this summer. the dinner meetings allowed Scholars 
to ask questions, gain helpful information, share 
experiences, and foster connections.

component. following the luncheon and social 
gathering, Scholars separated into small groups for 
‘’speed networking” appointments with young 
professionals in law, medicine, information 
technology, finance, social work, engineering, 
insurance, higher education, and administration.

COLLEGE POWER WORKSHOPS: rising 
freshman college Scholars attended workshops 
to promote their college success. discussions
centered around the application of the Evanston 
Scholars Pillars of Success in college (Persistent, 
Engaged, responsible, resourceful, connected). 
topics also included mental health and counseling 
services, college course selection, and budgeting. 
additionally, rising freshmen were paired with 
current college Scholars to discuss campus climate, 
academic excellence, financial literacy, and making 
connections on campus.

CIRCLE OF HONOR: college Scholars who earn a 
semester GPa of 3.0 or better are recognized in our 
equivalent of the dean’s list, the Evanston Scholars 
circle of honor.

PEER MENTORING: Each college freshman is 
connected with a Peer mentor who provides an 
additional level of support during the first year of 
college. Peer mentors are current Evanston Scholars 
college Scholars who connect with their mentees 
either electronically or in-person if they attend the 
same college. Peer mentors lend an ear to their 
fellow Evanston Scholar and provide tips on study 
skills, dealing with homesickness, and adjusting to 
campus life.

NOTES AND GOODIES FROM HOME: With 
the help of parents and mentors, care packages 
containing homemade cookies, candy, a few 
comfort items, and personal notes from home 
were mailed to all college Scholars.

WINTER BREAK LUNCHEON: the annual 
gathering of college Scholars took on a new 
dimension this year with the inclusion of a career 

COLLEGE SUCCESS pROGRAm

COLLEGE ACCESS pROGRAmmAkE IT TO COLLEGE



mENTORS FORm THE BACkBONE OF THE EVANSTON SCHOLARS 
SUppORT SYSTEm 

“I have found this volunteer experience 
tremendously rewarding. There is nothing 

more important than education in my mind. 
Helping to launch my mentee on this journey is 

very gratifying. Watching all of the hard 
work she has put into the 

process has been amazing...” 
–Evanston Scholars Mentor

Spanning the full six years of the Evanston Scholars 
program, the one-to-one mentor relationship 
provides the guidance every Scholar needs 
throughout his or her college journey. Supported by 
Evanston Scholars staff, mentors help their students 
apply to colleges, fill out the fafSa financial aid 
forms, research scholarship opportunities, and 
evaluate offers. once in college, mentors provide 
additional emotional support to help Scholars adapt 
to college life and overcome obstacles as they arise.

IT TAKES A VILLAGE
at Evanston Scholars, our goal is to see more 
students start and finish college. through mentors, 
peer relationships, and learning opportunities, we 
seek to bolster our Scholars’ support systems, thereby 
improving their chances of obtaining a college 
degree. our passionate staff, dedicated mentors and 
parents, committed donors, and numerous volunteers 
continue to grow and strengthen our organization. 
our Scholars are succeeding in college and 
mentoring their younger siblings and friends along 
the way. it truly does take a village.

our mentors

“Being an Evanston Scholar means I have people 
constantly there that I can turn to for help, and 

who make sure I stay on top of tasks and 
deadlines for great opportunities.”

-Evanston Scholar

“It has been a wonderful experience and the 
team goes above and beyond, excellent 

program. I learned a lot and my daughter was 
able to stay on task with the college process.” 

-Evanston Scholar Parent

“I know that, no matter what, I will always 
have a constant support system to lean 

on when times get tough.”
-Evanston Scholar

INCOmE

Individual Donations 315,534

events 184,545

Family Foundation Donations 158,000

Foundation Grants 139,825

Corporations 14,738

other Income 5,030

total Income $817,672

EXpENSES

Program services and scholarships 414,817

General and Administrative 64,738

Fundraising 42,524

Total Expenses $522,079

FINANCIAL DATA AUGUST 2015 – JULY 2016

Kris anderson, liane anderson, 
betsy banks, randi bellios, 

david bennett, anne berkeley, 
Emily berlinghof, derek blakley, 

Julie bordo, megan brady, 
mary brennan, Keta burke-Williams, Judy 

callans, fernando campos, 
Elvira carrizal-dukes, catherine and 

david cerra, denise clarke, 
Kourtney cockrell, ray coleman, 

rebecca collora, Eddie conley, 
llyoandra cooper, daniel and marybeth 

cox, debbie crimmins, aimee crow, 
Ellen cushing, Pam cytrynbaum, 

Gail dallas, deborah danson, 
Khadijah davis, hayden dinges, 

Jack doppelt and margie Schaps, 
Evelyn dorman, laura Egerter, 

Sabrina Ehmke, Suzanne Ehrenberg, 
margie falter, marcelo ferrer and Sarah 

muir ferrer, carl finamore, 
mary finnegan, Jocelyn francoeur, 
donna frett, andrea friedman and 

osvaldo valenzuela, Jared frye, 
Pam Gady, bill Gaul, vince Gerasole, 

Jill Gerber, candice Green and 
dave Schoenfeld, Kathleen hagerty, 

robin harkness, Pat harrigan, 
lisa henkemeyer and max Shure, 

carly herrera, J.J. hill, beth hirshman, 
heath howe, matthew hunter, 

Kay and dan israelite, Sanjuana Jaime, 
charles Jefferson, Steve Johnson, 
tammytha Johnson, Suzanne and 

dan Kanter, Wendy Kaplan, 
John Kennedy, Jason Keyser, todd Kihm, 

Gyata Kimmons, teresa Klier, 
amy Knepper, becky Kremin, liz Krupkin, 

ian and Sarah laing, Kacki lauterbach, 
Phuong le and andy holstine, 
Julie levine, Gilo Kwesi logan, 

michele lutz, david mack, 
Gwen macsai, laura maloney, 

Emeric mazibuko, Ganae mcalpin-toney, 
Karen mccormick, Pete mcnamara, 
marcia mead Stillerman, beth miles, 

Gary miller, mark miller, michael miro, 
chris moore, Stacey moragne, 

Ellen morgan and Sheldon Zenner, 
Ellen muench, brian murphy, 

andy mynard, Kate newman, 
Emily nidenberg, Ebele onyema, 

nicole Parker, chaka Patterson, 
david Phillips, hiram ramirez, 

Julie rapisarda, Joey reiff, 
robin remich, Emily render, 

michele rogers, Judy royal, blanca ruiz, 
Paola ruocco, Saralyn Sacks and 

mike Klearman, Paola Sapienza and 
Salvatore di bernardo, Paul Selden, 

mark Severin, Julie Shufro, 
christopher Siebert, Jeff Simon, 

Sadia Sindhu, tisleen Singh, 
adriane Slaton, holly Smith, alissa Sobel, 

Jennifer Steans and Jim Kastenholz, 
meredith Stevens, 

yolanda Suarez-balcazar,
Erica Suennen, Pam Swales, david taylor, 
deborah thorne, marcy toney, Kris Uhler, 
cindy Ulrich, George varela, anne viner, 

margarita vizcarra, Sachin Waikar,
chris Ward, maudette Watley, 

Evan Westerfield, nancy Williams, 
Gavin Wilson, Kye Wilson, 

corey Winchester, chris Winslow, 
andreas Winter, carol yohanan, 

ann Zastrow, liliana Zecker, 
reena Zigelman

mAkE A DIFFERENCE mENTORING pROGRAm



$25,000+
anonymous
Evanston community foundation*
finnegan family foundation*
mary and Paul finnegan*
lewis-Sebring family foundation*
Kim and Simon Perutz
david Shapiro and abigail Pogrebin*

$10,000+
anonymous
frankel family foundation*
michal and craig Golden*
Steve hagerty and lisa altenbernd
intel volunteer Grant Program
irvin Stern foundation
charles lewis and Penny Sebring
chris and carol lind
mammel family foundation
m.J. o’brien family foundation
John Pratt
the rocca family*

$5,000+
biz and rick bald
martin and mary l. boyer foundation
Joe and colleen chappelle*
city of Evanston
cless family foundation*
crystal foundation
chris fiegen and Sarah darnton
maureen and chris Kenney
amy and mark Knepper*
medline industries, inc.
northwestern University
Peter o’brien and cheryl lulias*
Julie and John rapisarda
Schroeder foundation
heather Steans and leo Smith
harrison and lois Steans
turnaround management association
michael Walker and anne murdoch*
Suzanne Whiting

$2,500+
Susan and david abraham
Elizabeth and matt bergmann
Eileen and Shawn budde*
Kristin and marty cless
the hemwall family
long Grove confectionery
daniel and barbara newman
mark ouweleen and Sarah harding
brad reiff and caryn Summer
dave Schoenfeld and candice Green
sr4 Partners
the thomas team
chris Ward and lisa fontoura

$1,000+
anonymous
Emily and todd berlinghof
tom and laura boylan
ben and tracey buettell
alexandria and Jim cravens*
John and daphne cunningham
deborah and forrest danson
Greg and mindy deStefano
Salvatore di bernardo and Paola Sapienza
laura and dean Egerter
Elizabeth beidler tisdahl foundation*
Evanston day nursery
bill and Sandra farrow
farther foundation
Peter and marya frankel
Jerry freedman and Elizabeth Sacks*
freedman Seating company*
Gallagher family fund
Steve and becky Galler*
Susan and rich Gallun
anne and Steve Gilford*
michael Greksa

Scott and Jenn Gwilliam
Kathleen hagerty
hammerschlag family*
Pat harrigan
doug and linda honnold*
mary lou and mitch horwat
dan and Kay israelite*
david Jones and heath howe
matthew Jones
Suzanne and dan Kanter*
tilden Katz and Kathy baker*
Kellcie fund
mike Klearman and Saralyn Sacks
Elizabeth and Steve Krupkin*
Paul lehman and ronna Stamm
craig and monette leva
beth lewis
tod and tess lickerman
carla lind
litowitz family foundation
michele lutz
laura, Jim, and mary maloney
letitia and Jeffrey mann
marty and monica martinson*
dan and Susan maslauski*
marcia mead Stillerman*
Walter and cynthia metcalfe
Pat mulhern and Kathy Shaw
roz newman
Judy newton*
north End mothers’ club*
Jason Peltz
Sally Pofcher
barry Preston and Eunice valdivia-Preston
reggi marder foundation
Kathy and marc rocklin
runzel family
robert Sahadevan and lisa huff
Jonathan Seed and alex Piper*
mark, linda, and Sam Severin
david and lori Soglin
michael and lene thomas*
Katy and Scott Walker*
Sue and Steve Wilson
Janet and chris Winslow*
Woman’s club of Evanston
Jim and Karen young*
ann Zastrow
Sheldon Zenner and Ellen morgan*
Judith and leo Zickler

$500+
american family insurance - 
   trevor Pachis, agent
anonymous (3)
alex auseon and Gita Punwani
michael f. baccash*
bank of america*
betsy and bill banks
anne berkeley*
Julie m. bordo, llc
neal brady and tracy Quattrocki*
Joseph brennan and leslie Shad
mike brody and libby Ester
c.W. henderson and associates
leslie and Jim cousineau
dan and marybeth cox
Judith cravens*
melissa denton
Julianne and mark dieterich
Steve Ellis and cathy Summer
dan and linda feeney*
Karen and anthony ferraro
andy and Jean fies*
michael finnegan and nancy Glick*
donna and Gene frett*
Paul Goren and Gwen macsai*
Erika and Kris Gruner
alison hawley and Greg Schoeffmann
Jan and tom hazlett
Jenny and Joe higgins*
cassandra and chris hiland
hilton Garden inn chicago north Shore/Evanston

campagnola restaurant
barbara and Jerry israelite*
Elvira and ben Kimmel
amy and mark Kistulinec*
becky and Jeffrey Kremin*
Sarah and ian laing*
chris landgraff
bill latham and Sabrina Ehmke
carolyn and michael laughlin*
monte levinson
christine and Erik long
lou and rita maltezos
anne and Keith martino
mark miller and anita Weinberg
andy and nancy mills
fran morel and Kris Koenig-morel
Kristen and Steve murtos
lisa newman and david Gross
dick o’malley and anne Gallagher*
andy otting and laura hohnhold
allie Payne
david and Katie Porter*
hecky Powell and cheryl Judice
michael Prah and Ellen mcraith
Eleanor and William revelle
Kim and chris reynolds
Phil and mary roden*
Sara and horst Schastok
Scott byron & co.
bill Seyle
bonnie and max Shapiro
mark and Elisabeth Summer
Pam and bill Swales
beth and brian Swanson
Joannie and mark termolen*
Kathy tisdahl and Pat hughes
trio foundation
anne and Jon viner
val and rob Weiss
regina and Jeff Wootton*
reena Zigelman

$250+
carrie and rob andalman
Kris and Kurt anderson*
Sara and bob brenner
John buchanan
lee cabot*
dave campbell and Pat maunsell
Gary caplan and Pam Gady*
catherine and david cerra
lance and laurie chambers
Stuart chanen and Julie fenton
lynn and Eric chehab
rachel and adam chiss*
richard cohen and bonnie forkosh*
mary and mark collins*
Kristin and michael conneely*
ann covode
Jackie and Phil crihfield
ann cunniff
discover card you care, We Share program
rick and Kim dsida*
Eve Earles
lou and Jackie English
Shawn fagan
marla and mike felvey*
Sheila and david fenn
Evan and carl finamore
Kathy and mark fisher
david foster and melissa Wynne*
Jocelyn francoeur
craig Garfield and aimee crow
leslie and Kent Geibel
Jon Gerbie and amy hickory
tom and cathy Giella
Paul Goerss and debbie crimmins
lawrence Grimm and Susan bowen*
bruce and margaret Gurley
terri and Greg hummel*
Justin Wynn fund
dawn and John Koenigsknecht
Philippe and Wendy largent*
ali Segal and dan lefkovitz
david and Julie levine*
lesly and Steve levitas
Peter and rachel lewis*
John and dorrie lloyd-Still
craig and Kathleen long
Sally and darush mabadi
david marzahl and anne reusche
dick and mae-Jeanne mcGill*
nancy and bill mcKenna
beth and Stephen miles
chris and holli moore
carol and Steve mullins*
agnes and david murdoch
dave and christine murdoch
Steve and Kate newman*
Karen newman*
Peter and margaret Parcell
nicki and Greg Pearson
chip Peters and cindy Wilson

craig Peterson and claire mccarthy  
   Peterson
leah Piekarz and Jeff Simon
andrew and Julie Porter*
Susan and bill ratzer
Stephen reiches and Shari Greco reiches
mimi and craig roeder
michele rogers
Steve roth and Jody Schuster*
andy Schumacher
debbie and michael Sear
Judith and bruce Segal
Sue and andy Sklansky
holly and mark Smith
Jeff and nancy Smith
claire Sucsy
tawani foundation
Shirley and david termolen*
marcy toney and victor rojas
mark and therese vande hey
casey and George varela
nita and david Walker
amy and John Ward
norm and Karen Werd*
Evan Westerfield and colleen cicchetti
donald Wilson and Sheryl fyock
Stella and Gavin Wilson
corey Winchester
Warren and Karen Wolfe*
barbara Zimmer
alan Zunamon and nancy cunniff*

$100+
dave and beth allen
alan alson and Sue ann Glaser*
anonymous
norm and angie atkins
maria and Steve ballantyne
cheryl barr
mike baskin
Joanne and tom bertsche
andy bezaitis and Jennifer coyne
mercedes and orlando t. bibat
amy and alex bird
Patty bloomfield
Kevin bolash
Julie and tony bordo
Kathy and bob braasch*
Sheila and Ed bradley
ross bricker and nina vinik*
tom and cynthia bridges
donna and donald brown
michael browne
michael and margaret buhtanic
franz and laura calixte*
Judy callans
chavkin family
Julie and Josh chernoff*
candance and dan chow
Wade and lin clarke
cohen & hacker architects
michael coxhead and Emily nidenberg*
michael deutsch and Erica thompson*
Karin and Kellan dillon
bruce dravis and liane anderson
Ellen and John Engel
betsy and Steve Engelman*
margie and david falter
hayes ferguson*
marcelo ferrer and Sarah muir ferrer*
Steve and lisa friedland
Ellen and George Galland
bill Gaul
lawrence Gavin and mary helt Gavin
Jean Gershuny*
Evan and michael Girard
bill Glader and Sara furlan
cathy and rob Graettinger
lizzie and david Graham*
Seth Green and caitlin fitz
david and Elaine hacker
rudy haidle
dave haracz and mary dolan*
Janet harris and Kay muller
catherine head

THANk YOU TO OUR DONORS! DONATIONS RECEIVED AUGUST 2015 – JULY 2016

* founders’ circle (donated annually at least four of the last five years since Evanston Scholars’ founding in 2011)



iN HONOR Of
in honor of alison Segal from Judith and  
   bruce Segal
in honor of caryn Summer from Steve Ellis 
   and cathy Summer
in honor of caryn Summer, the reiff family                
   and helen Siegel from the martin and 
   mary l. boyer foundation
in honor of dan mclaughlin from Jackie and    
   david mack
in honor of Emily render from deborah and 
   robert render
in honor of Emily Sunshine Paulis from Gene 
   and holly Sunshine
in honor of Kirvin Knox and Janice allen 
   from leslie and Jim cousineau
in honor of laura maloney from toni 
   maloney
in honor of liane anderson from intel 
   volunteer Grant Program
in honor of mannan bandukwala from 
   Shabnum and Sunil Sanghvi
in honor of mary finnegan from lee cabot
in honor of michael Walker from agnes and 
   david murdoch
in honor of michael Walker from dave and 
   christine murdoch
in honor of reggi marder from the reggi 
   marder foundation
in honor of ross freeland from marla and 
   mike felvey
in honor of Sabrina Ehmke from dan and 
   Kathy ryan
in honor of Steve newman from Jenny and 
   Joe higgins
in honor of Steve newman from Jim and 
   Karen young
in honor of Steve newman from alan 
   Zunamon and nancy cunniff
in honor of Susan Schaefer from Sally 
   Pofcher
in honor of Suzanne Kanter from nicole and 
   James druckman
in honor of Suzanne Kanter from Joseph 
   victor
in honor of travis Wallace from Evan 
   Westerfield and colleen cicchetti
in honor of vanessa beaudouin from bill 
   latham and Sabrina Ehmke

PARTNERs fOR THE fuTuRE (Pff)
Increased and new donations of 
   $10,000 matched by the Evanston 
   Community Foundation
anonymous (2)
frankel family foundation
Peter Giangreco and laura tucker
michal and craig Golden
Steve hagerty and lisa altenbernd
irvin Stern foundation
lewis-Sebring family foundation
chris and carol lind
mammel family foundation
m.J. o’brien family foundation
Kim and Simon Perutz
John Pratt
the rocca family
david Shapiro and abigail Pogrebin
harrison Steans
heather Steans and leo Smith

missy and tim hedges
carly herrera and Kevin finn
rachel and John heuman
helen hilken*
beth hirshman
mark Kaplan and cheryl bondy Kaplan
arlene Johnson
rhoda and michael Kamin*
Judy and bob Kemp
teresa and thomas Klier
Geraldine Kuchman
marian and bob Kurz
Sue langan Epler*
Karen larson
rachel and mark lee
Elliot and anne lefkovitz
leslie and Paul lehner
Grace and richard lehner
Justin levisay and betsy lehman levisay
dan lipson and Jancy Jerome*
heidi and ned lott*
dorene and John lynch
Jackie and david mack
toni maloney
Peter and dorothy marks
Guadalupe and maria-Eugenia martinez
mark and Kathy mccarville
Suzie and Jim mcKee
ann and tom mcmahon*
Jim and amy mendelson*
andrew and linda mendelson
rich miller and nina Uziel-miller
liz morris
mike and Sarah muyres*
Patrick navin and carol daskais
becca and James nolan
ann ohlrogge and c. thomas Johnson
dennis and mary lu o’malley
cathy and tom omundson
fern and Kevin o’neill
Sarah and Stuart opdycke*
brian ostrow and Esther Spodek*
dave Parlin and Kent ford
John and Jane Peterson*
Steven Plotkin and helene Zimmerman
robin remich
deborah and robert render
Pete and Jane rodriguez
maura and dan rogan
John rompon and marian casey
dan and Kathy ryan
lowell Sachnoff and fay clayton
alex Schultheis and andrea mainelli
ralph and nancy Segall
Paul Selden and Karen Singer
Patty and fred Shafer*
Joan and bruce Sherman
Steve Siegel and robin drayer
corky and bill Siegfriedt*
Greg Simonian and laura Jeffris
maureen Sippel
George and mary lee Smith
cara Smyth
alissa Sobel
ingrid and William Stafford*
trimmy and neal Stamell
Emily and John Stamos
Jane Stastny and James hinde
Suits 20/20
Gene and holly Sunshine
chuck and Judy Swisher*
temperance beer company
ted and Susan tepas*
Steve thompson and Kathleen buffington
Janet thullen
Elizabeth tisdahl
lois and dennis trautvetter*
Katie trippi*
Kris Uhler
carole vanderWilde
Serena Walker
nzinga West
amy and Scott Weyman
brad and carol White
andi and fred Wich
cary Williams and mike daly*
Serena Williams

up to $100
ann and John adamson
amazon Smile
anonymous
fabricio balcazar and yolanda  
   Suarez-balcazar*
afusaty and Sunday bamgbose
ben blustein and virginia bell
andy carpenter
Joseph and nancy doyle
nicole and James druckman
christyne and Jim dzwierzynski
tracy Egan
fred Ehmke
dwight and robin Ekenberg
Elizabeth and david Ellis
barbara Epler*
Ellen and Jerry Esrick*
al farbman
Kim and fernando ferrer*
Susan and Peter fitzgerald*
Julia and frank Giroux
ava Gordon
Jan Granath
victor Grimm and Kathy Grady*
roy and florence Grinker
Patricia and mark Gunby
mindy and Jeff heidekat
a.J. heindel
lawrence Jones and Susan Knight*
daimun Jung and hyehyun han
ohan and catherine Kedjidjian
carmen Korleski
Jon and cammy laing
richard letchinger and dana Wahrenbrock
cindy levitt
Elaine lim
Will linder and Jan bowers*
melissa mcatee
Jane and John mccarthy
monica mccarthy
Ellie merar
Sheila merry
mark metz and noreen Edwards
casey miller and lee ann russo*
michael miro
harriett mosley
Elaine and matt moy Johnson
Sophie newman
myrna orenstein
Grisela and agustin Pacheco
robert and Patty reece
Sue ann robert
Joan and John rudnicki
lorenzo and Gloria Salgado
Jon and Kathi Samuels
randy Sanders
dave and liz Schaps*
isabel and andy Schultz
Katherine Schuster
carrie Sear
Greta and ron Sims
noah Sobe and amy Shuffelton
michael Solot
lisa Stahl
Patricia and daniel Stankovic
cathy Stirgus
Jay and Joann Summer
Ethan tannen
Edna and larry termolen
trish and richard thomas
Susan and thomas trieschmann*
marion viner
Jermaine Walker
Pat and Joe Wilkinson
mike and Jori Witt

iN-KiND DONATiONs
aim & ailie hair boutique
allegra Evanston
augustana college
allison bacon
bee’s Knees
beth’s little bake Shop
boltwood
bottle & bottega
bravo media
chalk boutique
Joe and colleen chappelle
creperie Saint Germain
dine|amic Group

Egea Spa
Evanston float center
fEW Spirits
fitness avenues
four finches
Glader filmworks
Good Earth Wines
Great harvest bread co.
Groupon
the homestead
lawrence University
lighthouse yoga & acupuncture
long Grove confectionery
lover’s lane
lyfe Kitchen
mariano’s
norm’s car Wash & custom detail
northwestern University
notice
orange theory
Peckish Pig
Photobooths.com
Prairie Joe’s
Precision multisport
Pure barre
relax center
rework
robert Gold Salon
Schaefer’s Wines, foods & Spirits
mark Severin
Sam Severin
the Second city
Sketchbook brewing co.
Smylie brothers brewing co.
Spice house
Suits 20/20
tags bakery
temperance beer company
ten mile house
treat nail Salon
Wintrust community banks

iN mEmORy Of LiNDA H. HEmwALL
Jan bowers and Will linder 
michael and margaret buhtanic 
dwight and robin Ekenberg 
david and Elizabeth Ellis 
michael Greksa 
mark and trish Gunby 
the hemwall family
ohan and catherine Kedjidjian
toni maloney  
anne martino, lesley Sims, and heather  
   heiberger
Ellie merar 
mary lu and dennis o’malley 
bill and Sue ratzer 
Sue ann robert
the Schroeder foundation
George and mary lee Smith 
Jane Stastny and James hinde 
carole vanderWilde

iN mEmORy Of DR. KENNETH NEwmAN
norman and angie atkins
michael browne
John buchanan
Judith cravens
barbara and Karl freeman
francine friedman
Jean Gershuny
roy and florence Grinker
david and Elaine hacker
barbara and Jerry israelite
Kay and dan israelite
Geraldine and Jeffrey Kuchman
lucy and Ken lehman
Elaine lim
mae-Jeanne and dick mcGill
bruce mitchell
liz morris
Judy newton
becca and James nolan
dennis and mary lu o’malley
alison Segal and dan lefkovitz
cara Smyth
michael and Julie Solot
lisa K. Stahl
caryn Summer and brad reiff
Eunice valdivia and barry Preston
Serena Walker
Jori and michael Witt
Judith and leo Zickler

* founders’ circle (donated annually at least four of the last five years since Evanston Scholars’ founding in 2011)



EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Steve Newman, Founder

DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT
Kay Israelite

DIRECTOR OF COLLEGE ACCESS
Alison Segal

DIRECTOR OF COLLEGE SUCCESS
Eve Earles

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF COLLEGE ACCESS
Serena Walker

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF COLLEGE ACCESS
DeAnna Smith

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF COLLEGE SUCCESS/
COLLEGE AFFORDABILITY COORDINATOR

Caryn Summer
MENTOR & PARENT COORDINATOR

Laura Maloney
MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS COORDINATOR

Liane Anderson
BUSINESS MANAGER

Rebecca Nolan

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Michael Walker, President

Regina Wootton, Vice President
Mary Finnegan, Secretary

Dan Israelite, Treasurer
Gary Caplan

Leslie Coronel*
Melissa Denton
Sandra Farrow
Missy Hedges*

Scott Hunter
Cheryl Judice
Dan Kanter*

Ismalis Nuňez*
Kathy Shaw

Corey Winchester
 

* Incoming 2016-2017 board member

BECOME A MENTOR

DONATE
TELL A FRIEND 

VOLUNTEER

EVANSTON SCHOLARS 
1234 Sherman Avenue 

Suite 214 Evanston IL 60202 
evanstonscholars.org  

info@evanstonscholars.org


